Introduction
Currently, several binary compound semiconductors attracted more and more researchers due to their favorable optoelectronic properties and simple preparation method. One such material is tin monosulphide (SnS), which has some desirable properties, such as high absorption coefficient (≈10 ). The elements Sn and S are not toxic and are fairly abundant. It has been shown [1] that SnS is a p-type semiconductor and theoretically it has light conversion efficiency of 24%. A variety of methods for depositing of SnS thin layers were developed as spray-pyrolysis [2] , chemical bath deposition and electrodeposition [3, 4] , chemical vapor deposition [5] and physical vapor deposition [6] . It was shown that the thermal evaporation method yields stoichiometric layers with reasonable thickness of several micrometers free of pinholes, well adherent to the substrate and with good electro-physical properties for solar cells [7] . In this paper, we report on the preparation and characterization of thermally evaporated SnS thin films in order to study their suitability for solar cells application.
Experimental
The SnS layers were deposited by thermal evaporation technique under high vacuum (10 -5 Torr). The distance between source and substrates have been maintained constant at 10 cm and the rate of deposition 2 Å/s, respectively. The source material was obtained by a simple solution precipitation reaction of SnCl 2 and thioacetamide (C 2 H 5 NS) in presence of EDTA at 70 o C (pH 1), thoroughly washed in boiling deionized water and ethanol. Before evaporation the source material was pre-heated in vacuum for 30 min at near 200 o C. The substrates were soda lime glasses sized 26x76 mm 2 or 2 inch n-Si wafers. The evaporation source was a rectangular tantalum boat heated resistively by electric current of 180 -190 A. The source was covered by quartz wool to avoid damages due to ejected molten lumps on the deposited layers. The source material was subjected to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements to elucidate the transition temperatures and phase composition of the used material. The DSC unit was a Mettler TC-10-TA with DSC-20 standard cell. The measurement of the optical transmission and reflection spectra was performed using a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer in the 300 -1800 nm range. The Raman spectra were recorded with a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRam HR 800 micro Raman spectrometer using a HeNe laser. Care was taken to lower the laser intensity to avoid excessive heating. X-ray diffractometry was done with a Brucker D8 advance spectrometer. The thickness of the layers was 1.15 ± 0.05 µm, measured by a high-precision Talystep profilometer (Taylor Hobson). AFM measurements were carried out using a Multimode V (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA). Figure 1 shows a DSC curve of a probe of the SnS powder used as source material. It can be seen that with the increase of the temperature an endothermic process takes place near 166 o C, with calculated enthalpy of 13.93 J/g. If the same sample is analyzed again or upon reverse scan this thermal absorption feature is not seen any more, indicating that the process is not reversible. The observed endothermic process could be interpreted as a crystallization of amorphous residuals in the precipitated powder and formation of monophase SnS material. In order to have well defined source material for deposition all experiments were performed after annealing of the substrate in the boat before evaporation. Figure 3 demonstrates the micro Raman spectra of the as deposited sample and samples annealed in air at temperatures between 100°C and 260°C. The spectra of those two samples are very broad and almost featureless, being characteristic for amorphous material or one with very small nano-crystals. After annealing at higher temperatures bands near the positions characteristic for orthorhombic Herzenbergite SnS phase appear [8] . These bands are quite broad and a bit shifted from the positions observed in monocrystals. This can be linked to the small size of the crystallites comprising the layer. At annealing temperatures of 230°C and above a new band at about 312 cm -1 appears which can be ascribed to SnS 2 .
Results and discussion

Structural characterization
Optical properties
Optical transmission and reflection spectra measurements were performed at room temperature in the wavelength range of 300 -1800 nm. The optical density (absorbance) versus photon energy of the SnS thin film is shown in Figure 4 . Both direct and indirect optical gaps of a crystal or polycrystalline material depend on its structure. In terms of this, while some scientists have classified the optical transition of SnS thin films as direct band gap, others have classified it as indirect band gap [9, 10] . The forbidden band value for allowed direct transitions can be determined by the cross point of the linear part of (αdhν) 2 =f(hν) with the hν axis On the other hand, the point where the linear part of (αdhν) 1/2 =f(hν) graphic intersects the hν axis gives the forbidden band value for allowed indirect transitions. Here, α is the absorption coefficient, d is the film thickness and hν is the photon energy. In this way we could estimate the allowed direct and indirect energy band values ( cf. Figures 5 and 6 ). It can be observed in Figures 4, 5 and 6 that the optical band gap of the as deposited material is markedly smaller than that of the annealed material.
Morphological characterization
The surface roughness of SnS layer is determined by AFM (cf. 
Electrical properties
The four point probe measurement of an SnS layer deposited on glass substrate has revealed sheet resistance of 250 Ohm/sq and p-type conductivity. The electrical properties of these films have been studied further by forming test structures as p-n diodes. The SnS thin films were evaporated on n-type Si wafers, FZ, with 7 Ω.cm resistivity and (111) orientation through a shadow mask. The size of the test structures is 2.5 x 2.5 mm 2 . The SnS layer was used as deposited. The current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of the SnS/n-Si structure, measured in the dark has a typical diode behaviour of a p+/n junction (see Figure 8) . The p+ SnS layer was contacted by a piece of indium, because the SnS layer is soft. The rectification ratio reaches 100 at +/-2 V and the reverse current is 2.10 -8
A at V= -2V, as can be seen from Figure 9 . 
Conclusions
Thin films of tin sulphide (SnS) were prepared by thermal evaporation technique on glass substrates and on n-type Si substrate, and their physical properties were studied. The used source material SnS powder undergoes a transition to full crystallization at temperature of 160 a photovoltaic effect could be observed. However, in order to be able to evaluate the potential for photovoltaic or electron device applications, further study and technological optimization have to be conducted.
